A Window on …

Cities are more than just a concentration of houses and people. Great cities have a very special appeal – not just for their residents, but also for visitors from all over the world. It is a joy to explore their beautiful buildings and public spaces, museums, galleries, shops and restaurants. Cities are also places where people go to realize their dreams, to live and to work. A Window on… takes a look at some of the most fascinating cities in the world – as seen through the eyes of people fortunate enough to live in them.

01 Paris [HD SD]
The elegant capital of France: City of love and fashion

02 Marrakech [HD SD]
Morocco’s old royal city: Architectural gems at the foot of the Atlas Mountains

03 Cape Town [HD SD]
South Africa’s cultural melting pot: City of contrasts

04 Tallinn [HD SD]
Vibrant, young and ambitious: Estonia’s capital is modern yet respectful of tradition

05 Los Angeles [HD]
California Dreamin’: City of dreams and dreamers on the US Pacific coast

06 Stockholm [HD SD]
Stylish and mellow: Sweden’s waterside capital

07 Vancouver [HD SD]
Between the sea and the mountains: Canada’s nature-loving coastal city

08 St. Petersburg [HD SD]
Proud city of tsars on the Neva River: Russia’s window to the West

09 Asmara [SD]
Eritrea’s fascinating capital: African lifestyle and European architecture

10 Buenos Aires [HD SD]
The capital of tango: Argentina’s gripping metropolis

11 Edinburgh [SD]
Charming and idiosyncratic: The Scottish capital

12 Prague [HD SD]
The Czech Republic’s “Golden City” on the Vltava River: Rich in culture and history

13 Odessa [HD SD]
Elegant and brimming with energy: Ukraine’s pearl on the Black Sea

14 New York [HD]
Manhattan and the beaches of Long Island: America’s glittering metropolis
15 Rome  HD  
The “Eternal City”: Modern life amid ancient walls

16 Bangkok  vs HD  
Thailand’s exuberant capital: The hub of Southeast Asia

17 Saint-Louis  vs HD  
The cultural heart of Senegal: “The Venice of Africa”

18 Istanbul  HD  
The city that straddles two continents: Turkey’s pearl on the Bosphorus

19 Hamburg  vs HD  
Germany’s largest port: Gateway to the world

20 Melbourne  vs HD  
Australia’s cult metropolis: Cosmopolitan and creative

21 Marseille  vs HD  
The oldest city in France: Mediterranean beauty

22 Hong Kong  vs HD  
China’s global city: Tolerant, freedom-loving and defiantly modern